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EARLY "DRUMMING" OF THE SNIPE AND ITS 
SIGNIFICANCE. 

BY 

CAPTAIN H. LYNES, B.N. , M.B.O.TJ. 

SNIPE were " drumming " unusually early this year over 
some of the South Hampshire marshes. The following 
are some records of several observers (including myself) 
who are well acquainted both with the localities and 
the Snipe's habits :— 

\ About three-quar-
Jan . 30. Near Longstook One ters of an. hour 

(Test Valley) I after sunse t ; 
Feb. 7-8. Meon Valley Several f too dark to see 
Feb. 22 Near Portsmouth One or two the birds per-

J forming. 
Onwards up to Longstook and Several 

March 1 when Meon .Valley, 
o b s e r v a t i o n s 
ceased. 

The majority of well-known writers agree in giving the 
normal period of " drumming " in the British Islands as 
from early or mid-March to late summer ; and in regarding 
the performance as a special feature of the breeding-
season. There are, however, a few authentic records of 
Snipe " drumming " during the winter and even autumn 
months, and a few writers suggest analogy between such 
out-of-season performances and the winter-song of our 
Thrushes, Robins, etc.* 

That out-of-season " drumming" does occasionally 
occur no one who has seen the latter records will attempt 
to deny, but I think that their scarcity is sufficient proof 
that the performance is quite exceptional, and is sugges
tive rather of the occasional pseudo-erotic evolutions 
(such as carrying nesting-material, partial displays, etc.) 
which certain species are occasionally observed to indulge 
in during their non-breeding season, than to "winter-
song " which is carried out with great regularity by a 
number of species in our Islands. 

* Vide Brit. Birds, I V , p. 341 ; V. p. 336; Stevenson's Birds of 
Norfolk ; Kelsall & Munn, Birds of Hampshire and Isle of Wight; and 
others. 

At same hour, and 
' also in the fore

noon. 
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But however this may be regarded, the present instance 
in which the " drumming " has increased in frequency 
throughout February up to its normal period, seems to 
me indicative rather of a general ante-dating of the 
period of sexual activity among a proportion of the 
Snipe present. 

Throughout the whole of the past winter the weather 
was unusually open, and Snipe correspondingly plentiful 
without apparent fluctuation in numbers, until February 
when there was a decided increase. Thus, during that 
month, it may fairly be assumed that among the birds 
present some were English breeders, some Scotch, and 
some Continental, with sexual organs in varying conditions 
of activity, and that whatever the condition of the organs 
of the south English breeders, those of the Continental 
and most if not all of the Scotch birds, whose breeding-
grounds are not open until much later in the year, would 
still be in their winter shrunken condition. 

The following examination of some of the Snipe 
selected at random from among those shot in these 
particular marshes is at any rate not inconsistent with the 
foregoing supposition, and if we recognise " drumming " 
to be normally a breeding-season function it may be 
still further suggested that the " drumming " birds were 
among the English breeders. 

Feb. 22. 
Feb. 24. 
Feb. 26. 
Feb. 27. 
Mar. 1. 

One female. 
One male.* 
One male. 
Three females, one male. 
One male.* 

Sexual organs. 
Distinctly commencing to enlarge. 
Jus t commencing to enlarge. 
No enlargement. 
No enlargement. 
Well advanced. 

Easy winter-conditions of life, whether produced 
artificially or naturally, are well known to quicken 
sexual activity, and if we regard the mild winter as 
the factor that has accelerated the breeding instincts of 
the Snipe wintering in the south of England, it is after 
all only doing what is commonly accepted as the explana
tion of this year's unusually early awakening of plant-life 

* These birds, shot a t dusk, were specially selected by the shooter 
as being very probably actual " drummers." 
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or of the February sparrows' nests, leverets, etc., that 
we have seen recorded lately. That the more northern-
breeding Snipe, which may also have wintered in these 
parts and experienced equally easy conditions, should 
still show no signs of sexual activity is in no way out of 
keeping with the foregoing assumption, since the effect 
of a similar acceleration superimposed on a state that 
normally produces May or June breeding (as suited to 
the climate of the nesting-area), would be merely a 
latent one so early as February.* 

Another point worthy of notice is the fact that no one 
ever seems to have recorded Snipe drumming at any time 
of the year except at (or near) a district in which the 
species is known to breed. Colonel Irby particularly 
notes it in connexion with Spain (vide also Brit. Birds, 
IV., p. 341). 

I have been out in many marshes with Snipe present in 
quantities, either stopping or passing through on migra
tion, in autumn, winter and spring, both in the Mediter
ranean and China, and never met with a case of 
" drumming " nor do I know anyone who has, and this 
holds good, be it noted, whether the sexual organs are 
enlarging or not (vide note for Yangtze, antea). 

The points that I would suggest about Snipe " drum
ming " and which seem to be borne out by recorded 
observation on the subject are :— 

(1) That normally it is a performance of the breeding-
season, and is directly connected with the seasonal 
activity of the sexual organs. 

*NOTE.—Among many Snipe of three species, viz. G. gallinago, 
stenura and megala, shot and examined by the writer when passing 
through the Yangtze Basin in the beginning of last May, in only a 
very small proportion was there perceptible enlargement of the sexual 
organs. Q. stenura and megala were then about half-way between 
their winter- and summer-quarters. G. gallinago probably about the 
same distance from its summer-quarters, but with winter-quarters 
in temperate as well as tropical zones. I t appears tha t the two former 
species are confined to tropical zones during winter-time, and tha t 
the breeding-range of all three species lies to the northward of the 
middle kingdom of China {i.e. China proper). 
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(2) That exceptionally it may be observed a t other 
seasons, but never at any season except within the 
breeding-range of the species. 

(3) That out of season " drumming " is the irregular 
performance of an exceptional individual, and probably 
better regarded as arising from some pseudo-erotic 
impulse or as the expression of some unusual excitement 
than as analogous to the regular winter-song of certain 
well-known Passerine birds. 

(4) That the exceptionally easy conditions of existence 
experienced by Snipe spending very mild winters in 
our Islands are conducive to an unusually early revival 
of sexual activity accompanied by " drumming " and 
probably also early breeding. 

One further remark with reference to " winter-song." 
Although considering the analogy between it and out-of-
season " drumming " is not a good one, I would like to 
draw attention to the rather peculiar relationship which 
both performances seem to bear to the breeding-ranges of 
the respective species. Supposing we take the list of well-
known songsters of the British Islands given concisely 
in the Messrs. Alexanders' list (Brit. Birds, Vol. I., pp. 367 
et seq.), one cannot fail to notice tha t among all those 
recorded as singing regularly in winter-time there is not 
one species that has not its representation of " resident " 
individuals (or perhaps even races) in the British Islands 
in winter. Three of the best known and most persistent 
winter-singing species, viz. Robin, Hedge-Sparrow, and 
Wren, are almost certainly composed entirely of resident 
individuals, since the Continental races of the two first 
species probably do not winter in Great Britain, or if 
they do, not in appreciable numbers. Another prominent 
winter-singer, the Song-Thrush, is represented in our 
Islands in winter by two races, one mainly resident 
(T. p. clarkei) the other (T. p. philomelus) only a winter-
visitor. We are not informed at present as to whether 
the winter-songsters are resident or wintering individuals 
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or both, but it would be an easy matter and an interesting 
one to investigate and decide. 

When however we turn to the Mediterranean region 
where the Continental races of Robin, Hedge-Sparrow, 
and Song-Thrush are only known in winter-time, we find 
the two last named silent and skulking, and the Robin, 
(whose breeding-range by the way is not very far to the 
northward) practically the only singing representative 
among the winter-visitors, and even then it gives but a 
poor performance compared with that in more northern 
latitudes. 

The Sky-Lark which commences to sing regularly in 
January in England is another silent Mediterranean 
winterer, and in general we find that song is almost 
absent from these parts in winter-time, when the majority 
numerically* of the singing Passeres are represented by 
" winter-visitors " only. 

Exactly the same state of affairs occurs in the Lower 
Yangtze Basin, a region that zoogeographically has 
a somewhat analogous position to the Mediterranean, 
and if we go to zones still further south and more 
remote from the breeding-range of these species, 
we find the same condition still more accentuated; 
at least this is my own experience, and is confirmed 
so far as I can find by recorded information on the 
subject. 

That no birds sing when actually on migration is, I 
believe, generally accepted. Such is certainly my own 
experience. All this seems to me very suggestive of a 
connexion between " winter-song" and " migratory 
movement," and as if it were not very far from the 
truth to say that winter-songsters are those individuals 
which are sedentary or perform comparatively short 
migration journeys. In other words, that " winter-song " 
and " migratory-movement" are in inverse ratio to one 
another in the individual. 

* In number of species the " resident " and " winter-visitors " 
are about equal. 
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To venture further than merely to suggest a connexion 
of this nature is not my intention, neither is it possible 
without further information than is now available as to 
the migratory movements of individuals. Much con
cerning " migration-range " has been, and continues to be 
gained by the study of geographical races, but the great 
desideratum is unquestionably a precise knowledge of 
the winter- and summer-quarters of a sufficient number 
of individuals, to enable a comprehensive survey of the 
movements of each species and race to be made, and one 
can only hope that the marking-schemes which have 
already yielded a few priceless records of this description 
may continue to flourish and expand. 


